**Part IA Chemistry 2021-22**

**Start of term arrangements**

**Tuesday 5th October – Collection of course materials**

Students taking Part IA Chemistry are requested to come to the **Yusuf Hamied Department of Chemistry** (Lensfield Rd) to collect teaching materials etc. on **Tuesday 5th October** between **09:00-12:00**, and then between **14:00-17:00**. It will also be possible for students to purchase lab coats, safety spectacles and University type-approved calculators. Purchases can only be paid for using contactless cards – cash and cheques will not be accepted.

Students should enter the Department from Lensfield Road using the doors which face onto the Scott Polar Research Institute.

Face coverings are required in the Department, and to avoid crowding please make every effort to collect your material according to the following College rota:

**Session 1**: 09.00 – 10.30  
Colleges: CHR, CHU, CL, CLH, CC, DAR, DOW, EM

**Session 2**: 10.30 – 12.00  
Colleges: F, G, CAI, HH, HOM, JE, K, LC

**Session 3**: 14.00 – 15.30  
Colleges: M, MUR, N, PEM, PET, Q, R, SE

**Session 4**: 15.30 – 17.00  
Colleges: SID, CTH, ED, JN, T, TH, W

**Lectures and lecture handouts**

There will be no in-person lectures. Recordings of lectures will be released on Moodle at 09:00 each day according to the published timetable in the **Course Guide**

Printed copies of handouts for the first Part IA Chemistry lecture course will be available for collection from the Part IA laboratory on **Tuesday 5th October** (as above)

Further Part IA Chemistry lecture handouts can be collected from the Part IA practical lab as the term progresses.

Online versions of all lecture handouts will be available on Moodle.
Practical course
The Part IA Chemistry practical will be held in the Part IA Laboratory (the same lab where you collected the course materials).

When you register you will be given a regular day of the week on which to attend the class. This information will be emailed to you by the morning of the Wednesday directly before lectures begin (Wed 6 Oct).

For Chemistry you will be assigned a time slot of **11:00-13:00 & 14:00-17:00** on a particular day of the week every **other** week (i.e. you have one chemistry practical every two weeks).